
                                                                     
 
 
 

Job Position title: PhD on mathematical theory of incompressible fluid dynamics 

Research project/ Research Group description: 

The search for singularities in incompressible flows has become a major challenge in the area of 

non-linear partial differential equations and is relevant in applied mathematics, physics and 

engineering. The understanding of these singularities could lead to important insights on the 

structure of turbulence, one of the major open scientific problems of classical physics. My earlier 

research (my thesis and post-doc) was to establish geometric constraints that prevents the 

formation of singularities in finite time with finite energy that has been essential for the search 

of blow-up scenarios. 

In the past 10 years I have contributed to the understanding of problems which involve the 

possible formation and propagation of singularities in fluid mechanics. I have studied different 

physical models for their mathematical interest as well as for their applications. Recently, in 

collaboration with my co-authors, we have successfully established new methods for addressing 

blow-up formation in non-linear PDE, in particular for incompressible flows that are governed 

by Euler equations and Darcy´s law. My most recent celebrated work is the following: 

1.-The water wave problem describes the dynamics of the interface between an inviscid, 

incompressible, irrotational fuid and a vacuum. The motion is governed by the incompressible 

Euler equations. We prove the existence of smooth initial data for the 2D water wave problem, 

for which the smoothness of the interface breaks down in finite time. 

2.-The Muskat problem models the dynamics (Darcy's law) of the interface between two 

incompressible immiscible fluids with different constant densities and viscosities in a porous 

medium. We have obtained results on the well-posedness and global existence for the Muskat 

problem. In the case of formation of singularities we have shown that starting with a family of 

initial data given by a graph, the interface reaches a regime in finite time in which the interface 

is no longer a graph. In particular, for the Muskat problem, this result allows the solution to 

reach an unstable regime, for which the Rayleigh-Taylor condition changes sign and the solution 

breaks down. 

3.- Many of the problems in nonlinear hydrodynamics are motivated by an attempt to 

understand the evolution of coherent structures, such as vortex patches or vortex lines. This is 

the original motivation for the study of α-patches in the SQG equation. The term SQG stands for 

“surface quasi-geostrophic" and the equation describes the evolution of an active scalar (a scalar 

function that is transported by a velocity field it creates). The SQG has a respectable geophysical 

pedigree but its considerable popularity is due to the fact that it is a useful simplified model of 

the Euler equations. The α-patches are solutions that are piece-wise constant. F. Gancedo, in his 

thesis (under my supervision), managed to prove local well-posedness in Sobolev spaces 

exploiting cancellations in the equations. In previous numerical work we established a 

conjecture: that the family of α-patches could lead to a singularity. Recently, in collaboration 



                                                                     
 
 
with A. Castro and J. Gomez-Serrano, have shown the existence of smooth  global rotating 

solutions (also known as V-states) of the SQG equation for the patch type solution. This is the 

first result of the existence of a family of non-trivial initial data that exist for all time for SQG. 

Job position description:  

The goal is to work on a problem of global existence and/or singularities in the context of a 

scenario that arises in incompressible fluid dynamics.  

Project/group leader: Diego Cordoba Gazolaz 

Email: dcg@cmat.es 

Research project/ Research Group website:  https://www.icmat.es/dcordoba  

Links to the INPhINIT 2018 Open Call:  
https://obrasociallacaixa.org/en/investigacion-y-becas/programa-de-becas-de-
posgrado/inphinit/programme-description 
https://www.icmat.es/resources/employment/INPhINIT_La-Caixa  

Application website: https://www.lacaixafellowships.org/index.aspx  
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